FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23

LHSOM Jazz Choirs and LHSOM Jazz Band I
Featuring Terell Stafford

Festival Solo/Combo Winners
“Nancy Wilson/Cannonball Adderley” Tribute
Featuring Antonio Hart, Terell Stafford and Brianna Thomas

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Joey DeFrancesco + the People

Festival Solo/Combo Winners

Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival Big Band
Featuring Terell Stafford, Jason Marsalis, Tanya Darby, and Kate Skinner
With Special Guest Joey DeFrancesco
ABOUT THE LIONEL HAMPTON SCHOOL OF MUSIC

The Lionel Hampton School of Music (UHSOM) is a close-knit community of prominent performers, teachers, composers and scholars who interact closely with dedicated and talented students.

We are a musically comprehensive and nationally competitive school of music, and we provide a learning environment in which our students learn by performing, listening, analyzing and creating music.

Together, the faculty and students create an atmosphere of professional awareness, mutual support, collaboration and outreach. We advance the art of music through hundreds of concerts and recitals each year.

We are an accredited member of the National Association of Schools of Music.

LIONEL’S LEGACY

Lionel Hampton (1908–2002) was an internationally-known jazz vibraphonist, drummer, pianist, composer and band leader.

In 1984, he attended the UI Jazz Festival (established in 1967) and started a nearly 20 year relationship with Executive Director Lynn “Doc” Skinner and the festival. Hampton was so impressed with the festival’s emphasis on education that he pledged support to the festival and to jazz education in Idaho. The festival took Lionel’s name in 1985 and quickly became a huge success.

The University of Idaho honored Hampton once more in 1987 by dedicating its school of music as the “Lionel Hampton School of Music.” Hampton considered it one of the greatest honors ever to be bestowed upon him. To this day, the Lionel Hampton School of Music remains the only school of music in the United States to be named after a jazz musician.

The festival continued to grow with performances by jazz artists from around the world. In 2007, the festival was awarded the National Medal of Arts, the nation’s most prestigious arts award. Hampton remained active in the festival until his death in 2002, “It is my goal for the Lionel Hampton School of Music to become one of the top music schools in the world.” - Lionel Hampton

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO JAZZ BANDS AND JAZZ CHORES – Spring 2018

JAZZ BAND I
Vern Siekert, director

Saxophones:
A1: Alex Lardie
A2: Drew Pfaff
B1: Brady Friar
B2: Jacob Breuer
C: Stephen Charles

Trumpets:
A: Arturo Espinoza
B1: Logan Case
B2: Thaddeus Lonis

Trombones:
A1: Andrew Raffert
A2: David Tumminia
B1: Wyatt Ritter
B2: Cameron Pyner

Drums:
B: Jared Bell
B1: Joseph Marzetti
B2: Austin Wright

JAZZ BAND II
Kate Skinner, director

Saxophones:
A1: Jeremiah Edmiston
A2: Alejandro Hernandez
B1: Brendan Callahan
B2: Logan Case

Trumpets:
A: Jared Ori
B: Caden Davis
C: Zach Sherlock

Bass:
A2: Micah Millheim
B: Brantley Bacon

Guitar:
C: Alex Lardie

Piano:
B: Cameron Pyner
C: Charlie Reith

Drums:
B: Daryk Peck
B1: Hartman Hightower
B2: Eric Hahs

JAZZ BAND III
Dan Bukvit, director

Saxophones:
A: Natalya Usachenko
B: Ryka Bosch

Trumpets:
A: Zoe Harpole
B: Alejandro Hernandez

Bass:
A: Denzel Sommers
B: Conner Bonea

Guitar:
C: Ben Woodard

Piano:
B: Adam Ream

Drums:
A: Daryk Peck

JAZZ CHOIR I
Dan Bukvit, director

Soprano I:
Maddie Brandon
Linna Green
Tahitia Jensen
Rachel Leveson
Nicole Maix
Robyn Shinn
Hodi Payne
Natalie Payne
Joyce Speer
Laura Skinner
Nero Swayne
Norris Schmidtke
Kathleigh Vestal
Barb Verling

Alto I:
Maggie Broden
Melissa Guedes
Raven Crossley
Logan Ellis
Katelyn Eppestein
Holden Fein
Andrea Hernandez
Jeri Hydock
Lori Johnson
Chesneye Kilian
Hannah LaFier
Savannah Laforest

Alto II:
Carrie Nolan
Jordan Northcut
Victoria Payne
Caitlin Probasco
Ellie Theyson

Tenor:
Emily Allis
Caitlyn Probasco

Soprano II:
Jordan Higley
Lynne Johnson
Emma Nison
Carrie Nolan
Jordan Northcut
Victoria Payne
Caitlin Probasco
Ellie Theyson

Tenor:
Daryk Peck

Soprano III:
Nicole Matossian
Mia Hawe

Bass:
B:  Cameron Pyner
B1: Micah Millheim
B2: Hakan Arslan

Trumpets:
B:  Orion White
T2: Logan Case
T1: Brady Charrier

A2: Drew Pfaff
A1: Alex Lardie

Saxophones:
B:  Cameron Pyner
C: Alex Lardie

JAZZ CHOIR II
Dan Bukvit, director

Soprano I:
Maddie Brandon
Linna Green
Tahitia Jensen
Rachel Leveson
Nicole Maix
Robyn Shinn
Hodi Payne
Natalie Payne
Joyce Speer
Laura Skinner
Nero Swayne
Norris Schmidtke
Kathleigh Vestal
Barb Verling

Alto I:
Maggie Broden
Melissa Guedes
Raven Crossley
Logan Ellis
Katelyn Eppestein
Holden Fein
Andrea Hernandez
Jeri Hydock
Lori Johnson
Chesneye Kilian
Hannah LaFier
Savannah Laforest

Alto II:
Maggie Broden
Melissa Guedes
Raven Crossley
Logan Ellis
Katelyn Eppestein
Holden Fein
Andrea Hernandez
Jeri Hydock
Lori Johnson
Chesneye Kilian
Hannah LaFier
Savannah Laforest

Tenor:
Emily Allis
Caitlyn Probasco

Soprano II:
Jordan Higley
Lynne Johnson
Emma Nison
Carrie Nolan
Jordan Northcut
Victoria Payne
Caitlin Probasco
Ellie Theyson

Tenor:
Daryk Peck

Soprano III:
Nicole Matossian
Mia Hawe

Bass:
B:  Cameron Pyner
B1: Micah Millheim
B2: Hakan Arslan

Trumpets:
B:  Orion White
T2: Logan Case
T1: Brady Charrier

A2: Drew Pfaff
A1: Alex Lardie

Saxophones:
B:  Cameron Pyner
C: Alex Lardie

JAZZ CHOIR III
Dan Bukvit, director

Soprano I:
Maddie Brandon
Linna Green
Tahitia Jensen
Rachel Leveson
Nicole Maix
Robyn Shinn
Hodi Payne
Natalie Payne
Joyce Speer
Laura Skinner
Nero Swayne
Norris Schmidtke
Kathleigh Vestal
Barb Verling

Alto I:
Maggie Broden
Melissa Guedes
Raven Crossley
Logan Ellis
Katelyn Eppestein
Holden Fein
Andrea Hernandez
Jeri Hydock
Lori Johnson
Chesneye Kilian
Hannah LaFier
Savannah Laforest

Alto II:
Maggie Broden
Melissa Guedes
Raven Crossley
Logan Ellis
Katelyn Eppestein
Holden Fein
Andrea Hernandez
Jeri Hydock
Lori Johnson
Chesneye Kilian
Hannah LaFier
Savannah Laforest

Tenor:
Emily Allis
Caitlyn Probasco

Soprano II:
Jordan Higley
Lynne Johnson
Emma Nison
Carrie Nolan
Jordan Northcut
Victoria Payne
Caitlin Probasco
Ellie Theyson

Tenor:
Daryk Peck

Soprano III:
Nicole Matossian
Mia Hawe

Bass:
B:  Cameron Pyner
B1: Micah Millheim
B2: Hakan Arslan

Trumpets:
B:  Orion White
T2: Logan Case
T1: Brady Charrier

A2: Drew Pfaff
A1: Alex Lardie

Saxophones:
B:  Cameron Pyner
C: Alex Lardie

FESTIVAL PARTNERS:

THANK YOU!
The Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival would like to take this opportunity to thank and recognize our sponsors and community partners.

The generous contributions made by these organizations allow the festival to continue in its mission of jazz education and inspiration.

EQUIPMENT SPONSORS:

STUDENT PERFORMANCE STAGE SPONSORS:

CORPORATE SPONSORS:

Lionel Hampton School of Music to become one of the top music schools in the world.” - Lionel Hampton